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## Part One

### SESSION 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11048 02</td>
<td>Adaptively loaded offset-QAM OFDM based on set-partitioned QAM in IMDD systems (Invited Paper)</td>
<td>[11048-237]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 03</td>
<td>A simple OAM mode generator based on SOI strip waveguides</td>
<td>[11048-4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 04</td>
<td>Intra symbol frequency domain averaging channel estimation for coherent optical OFDM/OQAM system</td>
<td>[11048-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 05</td>
<td>Space optical communication DSP simplification scheme based on ICC and CMA</td>
<td>[11048-9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 06</td>
<td>Joint intra symbol frequency domain averaging channel estimation for polarization-division-multiplexed CO-OFDM/OQAM system</td>
<td>[11048-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 07</td>
<td>Two-dimensional optical phased array with grating lobe suppression by element distribution and emitting amplitude optimization</td>
<td>[11048-14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 08</td>
<td>Speech enhancement with stacked frames and deep neural network for VoIP applications</td>
<td>[11048-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 09</td>
<td>Multiband phase-coded signal generation based on a simple photonic bi-phase modulator</td>
<td>[11048-16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 0A</td>
<td>Hyper-Chen chaos-based frequency domain shifting and time domain scrambling for physical-layer encryption in CO-OFDM</td>
<td>[11048-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 0B</td>
<td>A corrosion detection algorithm via the random forest model</td>
<td>[11048-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 0C</td>
<td>Resource reservation scheme in nesting ring optical network on chip</td>
<td>[11048-24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 0D</td>
<td>Dynamic range improvement for a microwave photonic link using a phase modulator</td>
<td>[11048-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 0E</td>
<td>Demand-adaptive VNF placement and scheduling with low latency in optical datacenter networks</td>
<td>[11048-27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Photonic generation of linearly chirped microwave waveform with tunable frequency and bandwidth multiplication factor [11048-28]

Sparse I/Q Volterra filter for optical 16-QAM signals in direct-detection Kramers-Kronig receiver [11048-29]

Time domain hybrid modulation scheme for visible light communication [11048-30]

Average power requirement of MPSK subcarrier modulation in wireless optical communications [11048-33]

A sidelobe suppression method for Beidou passive radar based on window adding technology [11048-34]

Passive radar imaging based on spatial spectrum theory [11048-35]

Visible light communication using segmental frequency domain pre-equalization [11048-36]

Optimized configuration of visible light communication featured traffic control system [11048-39]

Volterra equalizer with MLSD for 100 Gb/s PAM4 over up to 160 m OM3-MMF using 20 GHz class 850 nm VCSEL [11048-42]

A shared regeneration location scheme with auxiliary graph and deep neural networks in translucent optical networks [11048-45]

Research on colorimetric characterization of LCD based on the steepest descent method [11048-47]

Research on colorimetric characterization of LCD based on cubic polynomials curve model [11048-48]

Performance analysis of PPM modulation in log-normal fading channels of FSO [11048-49]

An algorithm approach to optical true time delay pool enabled centralized control beamforming for wireless base station [11048-50]

A clustering algorithm to resist multipath effect for OFDM-VLC system [11048-51]

Multi-path pre-reserved resource allocation based on tidal traffic prediction in metropolitan optical network [11048-55]

A method for detecting INS horizontal and azimuth reference datum deviation [11048-58]

Operation conditions and considerations of single photon avalanche photodiode for optical wireless communication [11048-62]

Bit-mapping-based irregular QC-LDPC coded BICM scheme for optical communication systems [11048-67]
A spectrum efficient anycast protection approach for single-datacenter and single-link failures in inter-datacenter elastic optical networks [11048-68]

Wave-length-insensitive weakly coupled FMFs and components for the MDM-GPON [11048-70]

An infrared and visible image fusion algorithm based on MAP [11048-75]

A multi-passband microwave photonic filter based on multiple dispersion devices [11048-77]

Performance analysis of FSO system with different modulation schemes over gamma-gamma turbulence channel [11048-83]

Design of highly stable DFB laser source [11048-85]

Secure optical layer flexibility in 5G networks (invited Paper) [11048-92]

Short term traffic flow prediction research based on chaotic local model [11048-93]

Kalman scheme implement for RSOP equalization in hardware perspective [11048-96]

A novel asymmetrically clipped STTC for IM/DD MIMO atmospheric optical communications [11048-101]

Ergodic channel capacity of MIMO WOC systems over combined effects of correlated atmospheric turbulence channel with MPPM [11048-103]

Coherent transmitter skew limitation on spectrally efficient optical communication systems (invited Paper) [11048-108]

Nonequilibrium statistical theory of particulate matter growth [11048-109]

Optimization of pilot pattern in ACO-OFDM systems channel estimation based on compressed sensing [11048-110]

Capacity of MIMO free space optical communications [11048-113]

A new indoor visible light positioning scheme to reduce the influence of reflections [11048-118]

Generation of frequency tripled and quintupled PSK millimeter wave signal without phase multiplication employing parallel phase modulators [11048-121]

Trellis coded modulation scheme based on three dimension 32QAM signal [11048-124]

Linear-interpolation-based phase noise suppression method in Nyquist-WDM-PON [11048-127]

A simple and effective tracking scheme for visible light communication systems [11048-128]
Measurement and analysis of MPI penalty in operator’s PON system [11048-130]
100G DFT-spread OFDM-WDM-PON based on probabilistic shaped 16QAM [11048-131]
A service reconfiguration scheme for network restoration based on reinforcement learning [11048-132]
A modified model of backscattering light and pump light [11048-133]
Beam-forming method for optically phased array based on compressed sensing [11048-134]
Homogenization of power intensity based on micro lens array in optical wireless communication systems [11048-135]
Low complexity multi-level NB-QC-LDPC coded modulation scheme for optical communication systems [11048-137]
Experimental demonstration of WDM-PON based on probabilistic shaped PAM4 modulation format [11048-142]
A 2×2 photonic crystal waveguide thermo-optic switch [11048-143]
Experimental studies of mode-locked fiber laser in large normal and anomalous dispersion regimes by using a CFBG-based dispersion management component [11048-146]
Cost-minimized algorithm for POTN device in POTN+IPRAN 5G bearer network [11048-152]
A new method of using deep neural network to compensate PDL [11048-154]
Design and implementation of adaptive coupling system for making space light into single-mode fiber [11048-155]
Crosstalk-aware flexible grouping spectrum and core assignment in SDM-EONs based on mixed super-channel [11048-161]
The two-level group network meter reading system based on SX1278 [11048-167]
A multi-wavelength optical comb-based communication system with tunable wireless multi-waveband [11048-170]
An equalization method based on KNN for GPON with PAM4 [11048-172]
Experimental demonstration of GFDM-OFDM hybrid modulation in an IM-DD system [11048-173]
Multilevel brightness modulation scheme based on a LED array and K-means clustering algorithm for optical camera communications [11048-176]
A channel estimation scheme for HACO-OFDM system-based visible light communications [11048-180]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11048 22</td>
<td>Performance comparison of DFT-OFDM, DCT-OFDM, and DWT-OFDM for visible light communications</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 23</td>
<td>Free space wide-spectrum optical communication system based on supercontinuum</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 24</td>
<td>Mach-Zehnder interferometer based on core-offset splicing technique for sensing applications</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 25</td>
<td>Long-distance near-infrared VCSEL wireless optical communication system based on collimating lens design</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 26</td>
<td>Novel training symbol design for transmitter IQ mismatch compensation in CO-OFDM system</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 27</td>
<td>Distance-adaptive routing, modulation, and spectrum assignment (DA-RMSA) algorithm based on signal overlap in elastic optical networks (EONs)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 28</td>
<td>Comparison of chromatic dispersion pre- and post-compensation with Kramers-Kronig receiver</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 29</td>
<td>Arbitrary waveform generation based on complex filter and frequency-time mapping</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2A</td>
<td>Parallelized few-mode receivers for MDM transmission</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2B</td>
<td>Blind and efficient modulation format identification based on fourth-power characteristic value</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2C</td>
<td>Robust digital-controllable broadband analog optical chaos generation</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2D</td>
<td>High resolution fiber optic spectrometer system</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2E</td>
<td>Maximizing the security of digital chaos based OFDM-PON with a dynamical nonlinear transformation</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2F</td>
<td>Frequency reshaping and compensation scheme based on deep neural network for a FTN CAP 9QAM signal in visible light communication system</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2G</td>
<td>Research on data availability of shipboard navigation system</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2H</td>
<td>Preliminary study on inversion of seabed parameters from ocean ambient noise</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2I</td>
<td>Deep-learning-based failure prediction with data augmentation in optical transport networks</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2J</td>
<td>Application of large shipborne theodolite in space target measurement</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2K</td>
<td>An overlapping amplitude and pulse position modulation scheme for non-Kolmogorov turbulent gamma-gamma channel free-space optical communication</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Part Two

#### SESSION 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11048 2L</td>
<td>Tunable optical filter with variable bandwidth based on Vernier-cascade second-order microring resonators</td>
<td>[11048-7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2M</td>
<td>Photonics channelization spectrum stitching technique in a dual-OFC-based channelizer</td>
<td>[11048-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2N</td>
<td>Low-noise stable millimeter-wave optoelectronic oscillator based on self-regenerative frequency-dividing and phase-locking techniques</td>
<td>[11048-19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2O</td>
<td>A compact mode sorter for demultiplexing vortex light beams</td>
<td>[11048-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2P</td>
<td>The coherence measurement of a low coherence supercontinuum source</td>
<td>[11048-31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2Q</td>
<td>High-accuracy optical vector analyzer based on optical double-sideband suppressed carrier modulation and Pound-Drever-Hall technique</td>
<td>[11048-44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2R</td>
<td>Demonstration of broadband chirped grating couplers for MPW fabrication</td>
<td>[11048-53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2S</td>
<td>The measurement of heat dissipate rate from the micro-cavity resonator bulk to the environment based on thermo-optic oscillation</td>
<td>[11048-57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2T</td>
<td>Integratable microwave photonic phase shifter based on a tunable optical coupler</td>
<td>[11048-60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2U</td>
<td>A novel filterless scheme for 16-tupled frequency millimeter-wave generation based on only two MZMs</td>
<td>[11048-63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2V</td>
<td>Analysis and numerical simulation of a roof optical microcavity with micro-nano size</td>
<td>[11048-64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2W</td>
<td>Inverse-design-based polarization rotator using multi-layer metamaterials</td>
<td>[11048-74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2X</td>
<td>Performance optimization for plasmonic refractive index sensor based on machine learning</td>
<td>[11048-79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2Y</td>
<td>Radio frequency downconversion based on a tunable optoelectronic oscillator</td>
<td>[11048-87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 2Z</td>
<td>A high-precision frequency estimation method based on harmonic expansion technique</td>
<td>[11048-102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 30</td>
<td>A nanoscale refractive index sensor based on periodically modulated graphene metamaterial</td>
<td>[11048-117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11048 31</td>
<td>Optimization of optical phased array antenna with grating array superlattice</td>
<td>[11048-122]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11048-32 Microwave frequency division based on an optoelectronic oscillator [11048-123]
11048-33 High efficiency silicon-on-insulator fiber-chip spot size converting edge coupler [11048-125]
11048-34 Tunable microwave photonic phase shifter based on silicon microring resonator [11048-126]
11048-35 Simultaneous frequency down-conversion, self-interference cancellation, and image rejection for radio-over-fiber systems using a DP-QPSK modulator [11048-139]
11048-36 Design and simulations of photonic switch using hybrid Ge2Sb2Te5-silicon waveguides in mid-IR region [11048-147]
11048-37 A feedback system for the stability improvement of optical frequency comb generating system based on a single integrated PM-DMZM [11048-156]
11048-38 Numerical simulation of pulse states in dual-pump figure-of-eight fiber lasers [11048-200]
11048-39 Thermally tunable silicon microring resonators with ultralow tuning power [11048-204]
11048-3A Study on graphene heater electrode silicon nitride waveguide phase shifters [11048-216]
11048-3B Reconfigurable two-mode multiplexer based on three-waveguide-coupling structure [11048-234]
11048-3C Reconfigurable data exchange for wavelength- and mode-division multiplexing optical networks [11048-235]

SESSION 3

11048-3D Random fiber laser based on weak fiber Bragg grating array [11048-3]
11048-3E Multi-state solitons in a CFBG-based ultrafast bidirectional fiber laser [11048-5]
11048-3F Research on photonic crystal fiber polarization devices based on surface plasmon [11048-8]
11048-3G Theoretical research on torsion measurement by FBG and its simulation verification [11048-10]
11048-3H An optical fiber weight sensor based on SMS fiber structure [11048-11]
11048-3I Theoretical simulation of the acetylene-filled hollow-core fiber laser [11048-13]
11048-3J Study on chaos-control of a dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser by dual-signal stimulating dual-pump [11048-17]
11048-3K Triggered supercontinuum generation in picosecond pump scheme [11048-26]
11048 3L  Thulium doped fiber laser with a limited pulse width of 560fs [11048-32]

11048 3M  Transmission performance of OM3, OM4, and OM5 multimode fibers [11048-37]

11048 3N  Photonic-assisted dual-band radar transmitter system based on a triple-loop optoelectronic oscillator [11048-41]

11048 3O  Fabrication of monolithic micro lenses in ytterbium doped microstructured optical fibers [11048-43]

11048 3P  Motor exhaust telemetry device based on differential optical absorption spectroscopy [11048-52]

11048 3Q  Effects of installing scheme on the strain measurement accuracy of optical fiber sensors [11048-59]

11048 3R  Stable and tunable nanosecond pulse fiber laser based on MOPA structure [11048-61]

11048 3S  High-resolution displacement sensor based on variable spacing grating [11048-71]

11048 3T  Weakly coupled 4-mode step-index FMF and demonstration of IM/DD MDM transmission [11048-72]

11048 3U  High performance interrogation by a composite-double-probe-pulse for ultra-weak FBG array [11048-73]

11048 3V  Development of three-component fiber laser geophone array system and field test analysis [11048-78]

11048 3W  Carbon nanotube Q-switched and mode-locked, tunable MIR fiber laser [11048-80]

11048 3X  Analysis and testing of displacement damage on several commercial optical transceivers via high speed protons [11048-86]

11048 3Y  All-fiber ring fiber structure fused-type mode selective coupler with polarization-maintaining and wide bandwidth [11048-90]

11048 3Z  Fabrication mechanism of fiber Bragg grating by 800nm femtosecond laser pulses [11048-94]

11048 40  Dual-channel optical fiber sensor based on the plasmon multimode interaction [11048-98]

11048 41  Spectral tuning effect and refractive index sensing characteristics of graphene oxide coated excessively tilted fiber gratings [11048-99]

11048 42  RI and temperature sensing based on cascaded core-offset structure with thin-core fiber [11048-100]

11048 43  Measuring static femto-Newton optical forces by a nanofiber with white-light interferometry [11048-105]
| Page 11048-44 | High-resolution broadband phase interrogation for fiber optic interferometer using frequency stabilization and PGC demodulation [11048-115] |
| Page 11048-45 | Buoyancy material curing monitoring based on optical fiber Bragg grating sensors [11048-116] |
| Page 11048-46 | Label-free DNA hybridization monitoring through mFBG biosensor with self-assembly technique [11048-119] |
| Page 11048-47 | Research on sensing characteristics of cascaded tilted fiber Bragg grating [11048-140] |
| Page 11048-48 | Theoretical analysis and experimental demonstration of the radiation mode distribution of 45° TFG [11048-145] |
| Page 11048-49 | Design and fabrication of sapphire-derived fiber with controllable core diameter [11048-148] |
| Page 11048-4A | Investigation on fiber optic curvature sensor based on SMF-FMF-SMF structure with up-taper fusion [11048-149] |
| Page 11048-4B | Er,Yb-doped fiber superfluorescent source with 11-W single-end output power [11048-151] |
| Page 11048-4C | Controllable acid stripping system for bare fiber with high tensile strength [11048-153] |
| Page 11048-4D | High-energy wavelength-tunable picosecond all-fiber laser based on active mode-locking [11048-157] |
| Page 11048-4E | Bend property of few-mode ring-core fiber supporting seven spatial modes for mode-division multiplexed applications [11048-159] |
| Page 11048-4F | Refractive index insensitive temperature sensor based on a photonic crystal nanobeam cavity [11048-160] |
| Page 11048-4G | Real-time detection of BSA concentration based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometric biosensor [11048-163] |
| Page 11048-4H | The OAM transmission fiber based on step-index and graded-index refractive distribution [11048-164] |
| Page 11048-4I | Laser wavelength monitoring based on a packaged microbubble resonator [11048-166] |
| Page 11048-4J | Orbital angular momentum generation in two mode fiber [11048-169] |
| Page 11048-4K | Effect of loading mode and test method on dynamic fatigue parameter measurement of optical fiber [11048-175] |
| Page 11048-4L | Donor-acceptor-donor organic dye-based optofluidic laser for sensitive explosive detection with a large dynamic range [11048-178] |
| Page 11048-4M | Double fiber Bragg gratings liquid level sensor based on push-pull self-demodulation scheme [11048-188] |
Simultaneous measurements of refractive index and temperature based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer with sphere-trapezoid structure [11048-193]

Polydimethylsiloxane optical microring resonator by nano-imprint lithography on MgF₂ substrate [11048-196]

50μJ rectangular pulse at 10 kHz from an all-fiber polarization-maintaining MOPA amplifier [11048-201]

Frequency response enhancement for long-range φ-OTDR system by additive random sampling and nonlinear frequency modulation [11048-203]

High-sensitivity hydraulic pressure sensor realized with PDMS film-based Fabry-Perot interferometer [11048-206]

Temperature-tunable optical filter based on Fano resonance liquid-core microcapillary resonator [11048-207]

Two-pass gas signal detection system based on fiber loop ring-down cavity [11048-212]

Analysis of mechanical properties of multimode fiber optic sensors [11048-215]

Optical fiber magnetic sensor based on magnetic fluid and long period fiber grating [11048-217]

All-fiber-integrated and spectrally flat 2-5μm supercontinuum generation in InF₃ fiber with high conversion efficiency [11048-220]

Dark pulse generation based on black phosphorus in a Yb-doped fiber laser [11048-229]

Accurate, robust, and fast mode decomposition for few-mode optical fiber with deep neural network [11048-230]
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